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pamphleteer was either so ignorant that his word could have no value; or was an
impudent denier of what " all men " knew.
Printed in France in 1584 for the use of the English abroad, the libel claimed
a patriotic motive; employing at first a decorous title, "Copie of a Leter" etc.
Then dropping the mask, it came out in 1585 as " La Vie Abominable " of " my
Lorde de Lecestre" still without name of printer or place of publication. Finally
in 1585-6, some of the same fabrications were included in a Latin tract, in an
entirely different form. Up to now it has escaped notice that this third pamphlet,
"Flores Calvinlstid," printed in Naples, was not only published with license, but
dedicated to Alexander Prince of Parma, King Philip's nephew and General, at a
time when Leicester was fighting against Parma in the Netherlands.
The method of the soi-disant " Master of Arte of Cambrige " had been to
blacken Leicester's moral character, and taunt the Queen as enslaved under a spell
cast by a witch's "potion." But Elizabeth did not fall into the trap. In a
Proclamation through the Privy Council she stated that if she kept as a " Chief
Councillor of Estate " a man guilty of such crimes as the libeller ascribed to the
Earl of Leicester, all law and order would be at an end in England. But her
subjects must be aware that the facts were far otherwise.1
So grotesque is the libel, that we might have dismissed it with this warning,
were it not that under other names, in a series of reprints extending from 1641 to
1904, it is the source from which most of our historians, whether Catholic or
Protestant, draw their estimates of Leicester. And many of Sir Philip Sidney's
biographers instead of seeing Leicester through Sidney's or Greville's tributes, or
Leicester's own acts and writings, have been under the influence of the very
effusion which Sidney imputed to the "Devil the Father of Lies." Therefore let
us examine the title pages of the English, French and Latin versions, and take
notice of some MSS. copies of the English and French publications. These two
are the same, except for the translator's amplifications in French; but the title
pages are in striking contrast. For an English Protestant audience, the publication
purported to represent " dutyful good wyl and affection towards her most excellent
Mafjesty] and the Realm." For circulation in France, Leicester was denounced as
impostor, traitor, atheist; and enemy not only of Elizabeth Regina but to " all
Christendom."
THE COPIE OF A LETER wryten by	DISCOURS  DE  LA   VIE  ABOMIN-
a ^ Master  of  Arte  of  Cambride,  to  his	ABLE, Ruses, Trahisons, Meurtres, Impos-
friend in London:   concerning some talke	tures, emfoisonments, palliardises, Atheisms,
past of late betvwen two worshipful and	and    autres    tres    iniques    conversations,
grave men, about the present state, and some	desquels a use & use journellement le my
proceedings of the Erie of Leycester & his	Lorde   de   Lecestre   Machiaveliste,   contre
friendes in England.    Conceyved,  spoken	I'honneur de Dieu, la Majeste de la Royne
iChaderton M.S. £. 2$.   Peck's Desiderate Curiosa, No. VI, p. 158.

